Abstract-On account of limitations and shortcomings of traditional audio recognition model, audio recognition with low SNR is deeply searched in this paper. Considering the functions and features of audio recognition, the general steps of audio recognition are analyzed and the application of Simple Multiple Kernel Learning (SMKL) in audio recognition with low SNR is presented to improve the recognition rate and accuracy of audio. The experimental results show that SMKL has a higher accuracy in identifying audio under the circumstance of low SNR than that recognition rate of each time of SMKL algorithm is higher than that of SVM algorithm. SMKL can be well applied to circumstances of large-scale sample data, complex dimension and massive heterogeneous information. Accuracy of audio recognition of kernel parameters optimization with grid-search method is higher than that with the method of fixed kernel parameters, the accuracy can be up to 85.52%. What's more, effectiveness of gridsearch method when determining kernel parameters can be seen from classification results.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer science and technology and the continuous improvement of audio recognition technology, which can be widely used in automatic control, communication and electronic system, information processing and so on, has become an independent discipline integrating various studies on human intelligence [1] . The final purpose is to make computers understand human's language and realize the audio communication of people and computers. People in Bell laboratory built the first audio recognition system identifying the isolate English and numbers in 1952.In the 1960s, the application of computers greatly promoted the development of audio recognition, and LPC technology and DP of audio recognition were proposed. In the 1970s, LPC technology got a further development, and the hidden Markov model also got a preliminary success, and the DTW technology matured basically. In the 1980s, a variety of connective audio recognition algorithms were developed, the audio recognition algorithm began to transform from template matching technology to pattern technology basing on statistics. As a result, hidden Markov model gets a full development and continuous audio recognition reaches a major breakthrough. After the 1990s, the extraction and optimization of parameters, design of refined model and self-adaption technology of systems got the critical progress, audio recognition technology got a further development and began to promote products to the market [2] [3] [4] .
In recent years, with the rapid development of computers and internet technology, audio recognition plays a more and more important effect on industrial production and social life. However, audio recognition has a better effect under the circumstance of high SNR, but has the problem of audio distortion under the condition of low SNR, so it can't meet the requirements of industrial production and social life. In a word, it's more important to improve recognition rate and accuracy rate of the audio under the circumstance of low SNR to meet the users' demands [5] .
In recently, research methods of audio recognition with low SNR are mainly audio recognition models, such as artificial neural network and hidden Markov models, which are both based on statistical theory. Meanwhile, these methods, which shall be performed under the assumption of infinite sample size, have a high requirement of the data's regularity. However, data collected from the field of audio recognition with low SNR usually can't meet the above requirements, showing up the features of high latitude and small sample. For the above data, it's very difficult to get the ideal testing results with traditional machine learning method [6] [7] . Only when the training sample sets are sufficiently large, the best recognition performance can be obtained. But in practical application, the number of sample is infinite, so it's difficult to get the ideal effects. In view of this, based on analyzing the relative research results, on account of limitations and shortcomings of traditional audio recognition model, audio recognition with low SNR is deeply searched in this paper. Considering the functions and features of audio recognition, the general steps of audio recognition is analyzed, and the application of SMKL in audio recognition with low SNR is presented to improve the recognition rate and accuracy of audio, being aimed at theoretically enriching methods of audio recognition under the circumstance of low SNR [8] .
As far as back the last twenty years, people have begun to study on kernel method [14] , but the development of support vector machine theory promotes the rapid development and wide use of kernel method, so that kernel method is well widely used in field of machine learning. On this basis, through the further improvement and learning, kernel method can be more effectively used in various fields [15] .
If the data is linear separable, the SVM can use the hyper plane directly to classify. When dealing with most problems, however, it is nonlinear. In this case, you need to use the core functions to form transformation, and convert raw data from low dimensional space to high dimension space, so that it can achieve the goal of linearly separable. Typically, there are four kinds of widely used kernel functions: linear kernel, polynomial kernel, RBF kernel and S function kernel. For one given supervised machine learning problem, the training data is where the input space is n XR  and the output space is . It maps to a problem of two separations, which can be expressed as the following linear map , where the new feature space can be used to map the input data. And then learning problem can be finished through taking advantage of new expression method of data when being considered. So the two inner product of vectors of characteristics space of one linear map can be got together by kernel function through integrating the above two steps. That is to say, one nonlinear map can be completed implicitly. In addition, linear combination of inner product items of a testing sample and training sample in characteristics space can be used to express one linear hyper plane, so disasters of dimension can be avoided. Mercer condition [5] is an important property. We can assume that X is a compact subset, is a symmetrical and continuous function. If integral operator can meet the condition of positive integral in Hilbert space, there must be a space F and a map such that . For different applications, we can design different kernel functions as needed [6] .
SMKL can be well applied to circumstances of largescale sample data, complex dimension and massive heterogeneous information. In the fields of feature extraction, various objects test and model recognition, SMKL provides machines with an extensive application prospect and abundant design thought. SMKL can get a more effective recognition performance by combining different kernel functions according to certain regulations [9] . Meanwhile, the classical machine learning may meet heterogeneous data or data with complex categories, so it's a more reasonable choice to consider learning method of multi-kernel under complex circumstance [10] [11] [12] .
First, content in this paper is the pretreatment of the input audio. Second, it's the feature extraction of the pretreated audio, which shall be matched with audio models in computers. Third, the matching results shall be output or transformed into specific instructions. The experimental results show that SMKL has a higher accuracy in identifying audio under the circumstance of low SNR than that recognition rate of each time of SMKL algorithm is higher than that of Support vector machine (SVM) algorithm. SMKL can be well applied to large-scale data, massive heterogeneous information and complex dimension. The accuracy of audio recognition of kernel parameters optimization with grid-search method is significantly higher than that with the method of fixed kernel parameters, the accuracy can be up to 85.52%. What's more, the effectiveness of grid-search method when determining kernel parameters can be seen from classification results [13] .
The contributions of this paper are threefold: (1) We propose an extension for MKL as well as SMKL which can be well applied to audio recognition. That is, the extended SMKL is good at dealing with audio sequence.
(2) We propose a feature extraction method for audio recognition. The feature extraction method can capture the information effectively, and can work with SMKL well.
(3) We in this paper establish an interesting connection between audio recognition and multiple kernel learning: each kernel deals with a audio feature. Therefore, the kernel selection can optimize for the audio features.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we will present the proposed scheme. First, we give the data source and the data preprocessing method. The we introduce our feature extraction method. Finally, we propose our improved recognition model.
A. Data Sources and Data Preprocessing
The dataset used in this paper is from English audio recognition database at http://www.audioocean.com/en-ASR-Corpora/792.html, which is the popular standard database in the field of audio recognition. In this database, the participants contain 106 men and 94 women, their ages are divided into three groups, 16~30, 31~45 and 46~60. Further, the collecting environment is a quiet office and voice of participants is English voice. And the parameters of the collected audio data are sampling rate: 48KHz, 16 bit over two channels. There are 189.1 hours of audio is collected in total. Moreover, all audio files are labeled manually. In experiments, 20 terms (mainly verb and noun) easily confused of this database are used to perform experiments. Sample number of each word is 80~156, each sample whose time point is 10~31 is a multi-dimensional time series. Next, each sample is analyzed with a 12-degree linear predictive analysis. And each time includes 12 coefficients of LPC spectrum, 12-dimensional features. In every experiment, randomly take 50% of samples to train, and the rest are used for testing. As a result, this database, which has typicality and strong challenge, can evaluate the presented audio recognition roundly and credibly.
Then, make windowing and framing operations of data, which is completed mainly by hamming window. Make feature extraction of data after being pre-processed, in order to realize the classification of data. 
B. Feature Extraction
It's main to extract characteristic parameters reflecting audio's essence from original audio signal to form characteristics vector series when making feature extraction. The selectable audio characteristic features include time domain parameters and frequency domain parameters. Moreover, time domain parameters contain short-time average zero-crossing rate, short-time average energy, pitch period and so on. What's more, short-time average zero-crossing rate and short-time average energy are usually used in detecting audio endpoints. Pitch period is used in classifying Chinese characters' tone and voiced or unvoiced sound. The parameters of frequency domain contain:
(1) MFCC: cepstrum buckled based on Mel frequency; (2) LPCC: cepstrum based on the linear predictive encoding; (3) Short-time frequency spectrum: the DFT frequency spectrum, average spectrum with 10 to 30 tunnels filters; (4) The first three resonance humps: respectively are frequency, bandwidth and range.
Human auditory system is a specific nonlinear system, whose sensitivity response is different with the difference of frequency signal, usually logarithm relation. The coefficient of LPCC is based on synthetic parameters and does not take use of people's hearing characteristics, but the parameters of MFCC combine generation mechanism of human audio with people's hearing characteristics. Therefore, MFCC, which has better performances, is selected as characteristic parameters of audio in this paper. Solving process of MFCC is shown as Figure 2 . 
C. Proposed Recognition Model


In this section, we will present the SMKL and derive its dual. In the following example, and are indexes; and is the index of kernel.
For brevity, we simply assume that and .
1) Functional Framework
Before expatiating optimization problem of MKL, we first present that use the functional framework of MKL. For example, are the positive definite kernel in the same input space , which is related with endogenous reproducing kernel Hilbertspace . For every , if is non-negative coefficient, dates from Hilbert space, which is shown as below:
The endogenous variable is shown as following:
There is a typical result showed in reproducing kernel Hilbert space. is a kernel of reproducing kernel Hilbert space. We have,
For the simple structure, we have built one reproducing kernel Hilbert space theory, which is the sum of function for any function. In our framework, the purpose of MKL is to confirm the group coefficient of decision function in the process of learning. So MKL problem can be deemed as one kind of learning prediction of self-adaption assumption space, which is given one kind of self-adaption inner product. The following shows how to solve the problem.
For the method of support vector machine, decision function is like the form of , getting the optimal parameters and through solving the dual optimization: 
where . In the framework of MKL, the decision function can be expressed as, where the function is a different reproducing kernel Hilbert space , which corresponds to the kernel . According to the above framework and inspiration of several smooth curves framework from Wahba, we present that solve the problem of support vector machine of MKL through solving the following gibbous problems. Each controls the standard deviation of in the objective function. The smaller is, the more fluid is.The limitation is sparseness constraint of vector d, which can compel some to return to zero, in order to encourage the sparse basic kernel expansion.
2) Solution of SMKL To take advantage of the existing methods for largescale optimization, we can adjust the original two steps of optimization combined in one nest with standard progress. In external cycle, learning kernel is achieved through optimizing again. But in internal cycle, the kernel is confirmed and parameters of support vector machine can be obtained. That is to say, these can be obtained only when the original assumption can be rewritten as the following formulas:
where
If we didn't take advantage of gradient decedent in external cycle, we now need to verify the existing of as well as making an effective calculation. That verifying the existing of can be obtained through the movable double recipe. The objective function for SMKL can be given through the following formulas:
where , , ; is the kernel matrix; Y is diagonal matrix and values of elements on diagonal line are tag values. Note that and with strong antithesis can be decomposed as and . Then for any given , we have . It is enough to show the differentiability of andcalculate its differential. Further, the confirmation of differentiability of and comes from Dan skin's theory. Meanwhile, we can verify that and are derived through the following formula:
In this equation, it's used to classify when H YKY  ; it's used to regress when HK  . Therefore, in order to adopt gradient, we first need to obtain . Now that and are equivalent to their corresponding double kernel matrix of support vector machine of single kernel, can be got through any optimization plan of optimized support vector machine. In order to ensure operations of convergence and projection, we can select it based on the rule of Armijo. However, for restrictive condition , it's so simple just like .
If we need a rapid convergence rate, in order that the second step can go with a swing, our assumption can be properly revised, but not use gradient descent [6] .
D. Construting Multiple-Class Classifier
The above proposed method is developed for two-class problem. If we want to solve multiple-class classification problems, we need to combine with multiple classifiers to complete multiple classification purposes. In general there are two typical ways to dealing with the multiple classification problems:
The first scheme is the one-against-all scheme. When one-against-all is in dealing with kinds of problems, it will produce k support vector machines. Among them, the way of producing the i-th support vector machine is to label the i-th data to +1, the others are labeled as -1.In general, if there is a set of training data of categories. That is where and . After calculating, the decision functions of the class are between . When the test finds the unknown categories of data , the category that has a maximum value is the category that the data represent:
The second scheme is the one-against-one scheme. When using the one-against-one method to process the classification problem, every binary data will create a binary classifier. Therefore, for a k-classes classification problem, it will have classifiers. For example, if there are five classes of data, it will be divided into 10 support vector machines.
III. EXPERIMENT
The experimental process includes the following steps: (1) pre-process the input audio; (2) make a feature extraction to the pretreated audio, then match the extracted audio signal with audio model in computer;(3) output the matching results and transform the results into specific instructions. The experimental processes are as shown in Figure 3 .
The pretreatment of audio signal mainly includes prefiltering, pre-weighting, windowing treatment and endpoint detection for a short time. Make the feature extraction of audio signal after being pre-processed. Finally, these characteristics data shall be saved into specific feature files as the basic data of SMKL.
Audio recognition includes narrow and generalized audio recognition. Narrow audio recognition is one technology to extract text from audio signal, while generalized audio recognition is one technology to extract content arousing people's interest from audio signal. Audio recognition has various sorting techniques, including classifying according to vocabulary size, manner of articulation, speaker, identification method and so on, classifying according to vocabulary size is applied in this paper. Vocabulary size can be divided into three types: small vocabulary size, middle vocabulary size and large vocabulary size. Generally speaking, 10 to 100 entries are small vocabulary size, 100 to 500 entries are middle vocabulary size, and more than 500 entries are large vocabulary. As a general rule, with the increase of vocabulary size, recognition rate of audio recognition decreases, so with the increase of vocabulary, study tougher of audio recognition gradually increases. 
A. Implementation and Parameters of Algorithm
Experimental analysis shows that there are two major factors having obvious influence on its performance in SMKL algorithm:
(1) Selection of kernel function; (2) Selection and determination of parameters of kernel function.
Note that the kernel function is usaully selected from the following four ones:
(1) Linear kernel ;
(2) Polynomial kernel ; (3) RBF kernel ; (4) S function . Kernel function, parameters of kernel function and high-dimensional mapping space have the one-to-one congruent relationship, so we can get classifier with excellent learning ability and generalization ability only with selecting proper kernel function, kernel parameter and high-dimensional mapping space when classifying problems. What's more, the previous study has presented several effective and generalized forms of kernel function. RBF, multinomial kernel function and Chi-square kernel, which have been widely used and are used in experiments, have the excellent learning and generalization ability for large sample and high dimension.
After selecting kernel function, determine and optimize parameters of kernel function, which has large influence on accuracy and generalization ability of classification of SMKL. Moreover, it's difficult to optimize and determine the parameters of the above selected kernel function. What's more, it's possible to select kernel function with the help of the genetic algorithm for traditional method. Although the genetic algorithm has many advantages when solving optimization problem, it also has some insurmountable shortcomings, including the following two aspects. First, it needs to redesign mutation operator, selection operator and crossover operator for genetic algorithm when dealing with different problems. Second, genetic algorithm has a very complex operations, it has a very low computational efficiency in most cases. To overcome the above limitations of genetic algorithm, grid-search method is used to select parameters of kernel function in this paper. Meanwhile, this method, which has been widely used in optimizing problems, can be simply operated and easily understood.
Grid-search method includes the following steps: (1) Determine the possible value range of each parameters, it can usually meet demands to select as a matter of experience.
(2) Determine the step length of grid-search, which can be selected from experience. So that N-dimensional grid can be constructed in parameters' coordinate system, and each group of parameter values expresses a group of simple kernel functions.
(3) Classification accuracy of each group of parameters when being tested can be calculated with K-fold crossvalidation. Moreover, contour map of classification accuracy changing with parameters can be obtained to determine the optimal kernel parameters.
(4) To make the search results be more accurate, make a refined grid-search of areas with high testing accuracy after making a coarse grid-search, selecting the candidate search areas and reducing step length to make a search.
The overall learning procedure of the proposed SMKL is illustrated in Figure 4 . 
B. Evaluation Criteria of Algorithm
To roundly and credibly evaluate methods and relative methods presented in this paper, the general criterion is used in experiments for assessment. For classification experiments in this paper, classification accuracy is used as the evaluation criterion.
where TP denotes true positive, expressing the positive samples with true classification; TN denotes true negative expressing the negative samples with true classification; FP denotes false positive, expressing the positive samples with false classification; FN denotes false negative, expressing the negative samples with false classification. There are still criterions, such as recall rate, which can be used to evaluate the sorting algorithm, but classification accuracy is the most generalized and intuitionistic evaluative criteria. Two kinds of sorting problems, which shall be considered, are respectively labeled positive samples and negative samples. So numerator of the above formula is the positive sample with true classification (TP) and the negative samples with true classification (TN), denominator expresses all the testing samples. What's more, the above formula expresses the proportion of all samples with true classification taking all testing samples. Meanwhile, for multi-class problem, definitions basing on the above two categories can be directly extended to multi-class definition, proportion of sorting samples of each category taking the total testing samples.
C. Experimental Results
Sample characteristics are input SMKL classifier to perform audio recognition experiment of low SNR after being extracted. And in this paper, grid-search method is used to determine kernel parameters, for details see Section 4.3. Experiments are performed respectively with support vector machine method and SMKL methods, the experiments under each condition are repeated for 20 times. Then average the recognition accuracy of each time as terminal experimental results. In experiment of each time, randomly select 2/3 of each category of sample data as training sets, the rest 1/3 is testing sets. Parameters of kernel function of SMKL classifier shall be selected with method introduced in Section 4.3, seeking the optimal parameters in parameter space with gridsearch method. In the first experiment, to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and the audio extraction method, we conduct a contrast experiment of SVM algorithm and SMKL algorithm. First, we pre-process the audio sequences and extract the features of the audio samples. Second, for each type of feature, we select a kernel from four typical ones, and construct the multiple kernel learning algorithms. Third, divide the samples into the training set and test set, where the number of training sample is 1000, and the remaining samples for test. We randomly partition the dataset and run the test for 5 times. The experimental results of the two methods used SVM and SMKL to express respectively, as shown in Table 1 . These results are gotten by using grid search method under different parameter combinations. And in Table 1 it used the TP (true positive, 498~745) expresses the positive samples with true classification, and TN (true negative, 112~261) expresses the negative samples with true classification as the assessment criteria. From the results of Table 1 , we can see clearly no matter the TN or the TP gotten in the proposed method they are much higher than that in the SVM, about 30~50. The reasons for these are the SMKL method adopted the Kernel Hilbert space theory when dealing with the inner product adaptive hypothesis space learning problems, and the SMKL method can be well applied to solve the heterogeneous information and complex problems.
In the second experiment, we further evaluation the proposed method for audio recognition. The experiment is composed of three steps, which is similar with the first experiment. First, we pre-process the audio sequences and extract the features of the audio samples. Second, for each type of feature, we select a kernel from four typical ones, and construct the multiple kernel learning algorithms. Third, divide the samples into the training set and test set, where the number of training sample is 1000, and the remaining samples for test. We use three evaluation criteria, where FP (false positive) expresses the positive samples with false classification; FN (false negative) expresses the negative samples with false classification; accuracy put them together. We randomly partition the dataset and perform the test for 5 round. The results are reported in Table 2 .
As shown in this table, we can see that the values of FP and FN are much lower than that in SVM, i.e., about 10~80 for FP and 70~150 for FN. And the accuracy in SMKL is higher than that in SVM in every round experiment. We found that the SMKL outperforms SVM about 6%~12%. In each round of the experiments, the results of the proposed method showed great advantages than the SVM method. The reasons counting for the superiority of SMKL method over the compare algorithm SVM are fourfold. The first and the most important reason is that, we extend SMKL to deal with multiple features of audio sequences. Second, simple multiple kernel learning can well deal with adaptive inner product adaptive hypothesis space learning problems by introducing the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Third, SMKL learning method can be well applied to deal with the data that has large scale, dimension complex and containing a large number of heterogeneous information. Finally, the extended SMKL can well deal with nonlinear feature mapping problem, which is because this paper adopted the grid search method to determine the kernel parameters. Therefore, then it showed great flexibility in dealing with nonlinear problem.
In the third experiment, we evaluate the proposed method and the compared comprehensively, e.g. under the two circumstances of fixed parameters and parameters determined by grid-search method. It is worth noting that, the experimental setting of this experiment is different with those in the first two experiments. The experiment contains three steps. First, we pre-process the audio sequences and extract the features of the audio samples. Second, for each type of feature, we select a kernel from four typical ones, and construct the multiple kernel learning algorithms. Third, divide the samples into the training set and test set, on which we perform the experiments for 20 times. The average recognition rate of the first 5 times' experiments is used as evaluation index.
The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . Seen from Table 3 , by using the grid search method, the recognition rate can be as high as 85.52%, which is high about 20% than that in the fixed parameter. The potential having accounting for above superiorities of the grid searchbased parameter selection method over the human experience-based parameter selection method are threefold. First, the grid search method is a kind of trial and error method, which is suitable for the different growth space and the search direction and it can greatly improve the flexibility and adaptability when determined the Kernel parameters. Second, it will give a coarse search first in the process, so that it can reduce the step length for the second search, which will make the search process more precise, and make the search results more close to the optimal parameters. However, the most important reason is the compatibility of the extended SMKL and features of audio sequences. Data in this paper comes from English audio recognition database, which is the most popular standard database in the field of audio recognition up to now. The experimental results show that SMKL has a higher accuracy in identifying audio under the circumstance of low SNR than that under the condition of support vector machine. This method can be well applied to large-scale dataset, complex dimension and massive heterogeneous information. Accuracy of audio recognition of kernel parameters optimization with grid-search method is higher than that with the method of fixed kernel parameters, the accuracy can be up to 85.52%. What's more, effectiveness of grid-search method when determining kernel parameters can be seen from classification results. Moreover, heavy computational effort is needed in training process, and training time is relatively long, so it's the next research direction to quicken training efficiency of models and improve testing performance of algorithm under the circumstance of small training samples.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of related research works, on account of limitations and shortcomings of traditional audio recognition model, audio recognition with low SNR is deeply searched in this paper. The application of SMKL in audio recognition with low SNR is presented to improve the recognition rate and accuracy of audio, being aimed at theoretically enriching methods of audio recognition under the circumstance of low SNR.
SMKL can be well applied in conditions with largescale sample data, complex dimension and massive heterogeneous information. In the fields of recognition and classification, SMKL provides machines with an extensive application prospect and abundant design thought. Meanwhile, by combining different functions according to certain regulations, SMKL method can get more effective recognition performances. Further, the classical machine learning may meet heterogeneous data or data with complex categories, so it's a more reasonable choice to consider learning method of multi-kernel under complex circumstances.
